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HIGHLANDER 
1965 
University High School 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
The pillars stand, symbol for all
Windows, stairs, locker room,
hall. 
Columns of m o r t a r, strength
unknown 
Only their m aje s t i c  beauty's
shown. 
The pillars, the foundation for
A dream going on forever more.
Sports-page 49 
Seniors-page 89 
Underclassmen-page 69 
Activities-page 13 
Faculty-page 5 
Advertisements-page 109 
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PROLOGUE 
4 
A school is a building with walls, a roof, 
windows and doors. It is a building on a 
hill looking over the city, a man-made 
structure of wood and plaster. A school 
is pillars and stairs, and an old locker 
room. 
A school is ideas, action and scurrying 
about. It is teachers and books and over­
heated classrooms. A school is a place of 
learning and knowledge, a place for 
work and fun. It is a place of thrills and 
disappointments and for growth and 
understanding. A school is the past and 
the future. 
The 1965 Highlander is about a school, 
a building with walls, a roof, windows 
and doors. 

Donald Weaver-Director 
Dr. Weaver has done his best to 
help our students understand our new 
experimental school, and what each stu­
dent must contribute to make it a success. 
Few directors have shown the energy and 
initiative that Dr. Weaver displays. 
Golda Crisman-Counselor 
6 
Our counselors aid us in our choice of 
courses, colleges, and vocations. Always 
ready with a smile and a steady hand, 
their first thoughts are for the welfare 
of the student body. They are truly 
the backbone of our school. 
ADMINISTRATION 
Neil Schoenhals-Assistant Director 
Our new assistant director has shown 
much enthusiasm in helping us over our 
major and minor hurdles. He has shown 
his interest in our school by handling 
monitor reports, and guiding committee 
chairmen when they came to him with 
problems. Mr. Schoenhals is truly the 
wheels that move our cart. 
Paul R. Pelkki-GuidanceDirector, coach. 
Ray Deur-Biology, 
Student Council 
Neill Nutter-Physics, Chemistry 
Mary Alice Watters-Math 
Whether lecturing or in 
the laboratory, we can al­
ways count on our learned 
science teachers to help us 
on o u r q u e s t for t h e 
unknown. 
Richard Nuzum-Physical Science, coach 
The magical world of numbers 
comes alive under the teachings 
of our fully qualified math depart­
ment. Someone is always handy 
to help us solve our unbalanced 
equations. 
Clarence Hackney-Math 
\ 
Lyle McAuley-Math, Physical Education 
l 
Robert Hughes -English, Publications 
Advisor 
William Haushalter-English, Speech, 
Student Council 
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William Buys-English 
Arthur Christensen-English 
In keeping with our experimental 
theme, the English classes have tried 
new methods of learning. The most out­
standing change was in the senior class. 
One control class met five days a week, 
and another met three days each week, 
once as a whole class, and twice in week. 
The third class met only twice a week, 
and on the other days they had individual 
conferences with Mr. Christensen. Other 
English classes met on a regular basis, 
and the teachers inspired them to do 
their best in writing themes and taking 
spelling tests. 
Melvin Donaho-Debate and Forensics 
William Fox-Social Studies 
From war stories to the 
Russian language, Mr. Fox 
and Mr. Dowling kept the 
United States History and 
g o v e r n m e n t  c l a s s e s  
jumping. 
Robert Kotecki-English, Latin 
Peter Dowling-Social Studies 
Lois Monroe-Spanish 
La lengua, lingua, la 
langue is the key to greater 
understanding with other 
countries. 
Lavonne Vosburgh-French 
Barney Chance-Business Education, 
Coach 
I 
Roy Walters-Athletics Director, 
Social Studies 
Along with their daily 
responsibilities, many ex -
t ra-cur r i cula r activi­
ties are sponsored by these 
p e o p  1 e. Participating in 
sports, G.R.A., Finnettes, 
or cheerlead ing, they were 
always busy. 
Robert Peters-Physical Education 
10 Linda Sorrells-Physical Education 
James Hause-Band 
Wilda Large-Student Council 
Mildred Winslow-Librarian 
Using t h e i r  varied tal­
ents, these teachers helped 
to shape our background. 
Lois Hamlin-Art 
From the French horn 
to the piccolo, from the 
base to the soprano, we 
kept in tune through-out 
the year with the help of 
Mr. Hause and Mr. Frey. 
Jack Frey-Choir 
Wallace Fillingham-Industrial Arts 
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Sandy Gramer, Barbara Johnson, Terry Burke, Ruth Pionke. 
Phoebe Stocker, Frances Zantjer. 
CUSTODIANS 
12 
Wes Councell, Glenn OWens. 
OFFICE 
STAFF 
Daisy Fleck. 
KITCHEN 
STAFF 

Front: Julie Neerkin, Marjorie Hannon, Sharon Warfield, Patsy Dew, Carol Boudeman, 
Pat Raher. Second: Kathy Bennett, Marsha Williams, Pam Schneider, Mary Wise, Sue 
Betz, Sue Hamilton. Third: Carol Conrad, Ann Rosegrant, Jane Rutherford, Jean Meag­
her. Fourth: Bernie Stulberg, Jon Jennings, Bob Kent, Bill Barr, John Beukema, Bunkie 
Vandersalm, Pat Low, Pete VanderBeek, Mike Mulder, Paul Scott, Jeff Rhuland. Back: 
Mark Mrozek, Bruce Karr, Al Mulder, Mike Holaday, Jim Betz, Jon Hinz, Skip Schoen­
hals, Tom Ohlsson. 
■ 
Pete VanderBeek-Vice President 
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Jeff Rhuland-President 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
One of the most successful changes made 
at U-High was the advent of a Social Science 
Seminar. The class met five days a week 
instead of the traditional one. The hours were 
divided into government sessions taught by 
Mrs. Large, student council business conducted 
by Mr. Deur, and problem solving techniques 
led by Mr. Haushalter. The seminar, which 
met in its own room, sponsored such things 
as the m a g azi n e  sale, and the sale of 
poinsettias at Christmas time. The council was 
composed of six representatives from each 
class, the cabinet, and the four officers. 
During the year they listened to such dis­
tinguished speakers as Mrs. Romney, Paul 
Todd, Lee Stryker, and August E. Johansen. 
The class provided an opportunity for each 
student to express himself, and to develop 
leadership techniques. 
I 
Sue Hamilton-Secretary 
The government class­
es, the Student Council, 
and the Political Interest 
Club s p o n s o r e d  a mock 
election this y e a r. The 
official returns from Nov­
ember 3, were: President­
Johnson; Governor-Rom­
ney; U.S. Senator-H a r t; 
Congressional Represent­
ative-Arnett. U-H i g h vot­
ed yes on all three prop­
ositions. S t u d e n t s  who 
participated in the mock 
election felt they benefitted 
by learning about the way 
our national e 1 e c t  i o n  is 
conducted. 
Pat Raher-Treasurer 
L.I . 1~ 
l 
FRIENDSHIP 
COMMITTEE 
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Sharon Warfield-chairman 
The Friendship committee, under the leader­
of Sharon Warfield, has managed to keep busy with 
many drives and activities. Members of the stu­
dent body donated money to the Foster Parent 
Plan, and our foster child, Alfredo Cruz. Other 
things to keep the committee busy included send­
ing cards to sick students and teachers. The 
Friendship c o m m i t t e e  went all out with the 
Teacher Appreciation week. There was an as­
sembly where a poem was read for each teacher, 
and appropriate pills were given out. 
SOCIAL 
COMMITTEE 
Carol Conrad, c h  a i r m a n  of the 
Social Committee, put in many long 
hours planning and decorating the 
various social events during the past 
school year. 
The committee worked well to­
gether and accomplished a lot. They 
focused most of their attention on 
c r e a t i n g memorable homecoming 
dances, and the Christmas formal. 
'---.,.--
The committee sponsored doughnut sales. 
Carol Conrad-chairman 17 
ASSEMBLY 
COMMITTEE 
Many times this year, our school 
routine was changed to allow for an 
assembly to further our knowledge 
or for just some fun and enjoyment. 
The assembly committee, with chair­
man Bob Kent and advisor Mr. Haus­
halter, planned the the time, place, 
and program of all the assemblies. 
The committee brought in several 
guests such as the former Viet Nam 
Ambassor Mr. Tran Van Dihn, Mrs. 
George Romney, Mr. Stryker, Mr. 
Emory Barnes, and several others. 
School groups including speech class, 
debate, student council, and inter­
national committee also took part in 
the programs planned. 
Mrs. George Romney-Focus on Youth 
Mr. Lee Stryker, Jr.-Government Day 
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Bob Kent-chairman 
Thomas Ohlssen-Sweden 
Speech class-Thanksgiving 
De b a t e  team-Resolved: Nuclear 
weapons should be controlled by an 
international organization. 
The beginning and ending of many inter­
esting assemblies. 
Marty Groulx-Summer trip, A.F.S. 
19 
Bill talks with his committee members. 
Bill Barr, president 
20 
CITIZENSHIP 
COMMITTEE 
- lr 
11 
The committee met to revise our consitituion. 
The Citizenship Committee had a large and im­
portant job to perform in the operation of our school. 
Their main duty was to see that the conduct of the 
students was a credit to U-High. The committee with 
Bill Barr as chairman, also planned and organized the 
school carnival, town meeting, and the school picnic. 
Because of the faithful efforts of this committee 
we have had a well-conducted student body. 
I 
---
Pam Schneider, c h  a i r m a n  of the 
committee, and her advisor, Mr. Deur, 
attribute their success to the enthusi­
astic atmosphere that existed this year 
and to the d e v o t e d effort of m a n y 
indi victuals. 
The year began with a Red cross 
enrollment drive to help needy people. 
The Thanksgiving Drive, received full 
s u p p  o r t from the s c h o  o 1 as did the 
cleaning of the trophy cases, the picnic 
for m e n  t a  11 y retarded children, the 
March of Dimes drive and a visit to the 
State Hospital. The committee served 
the school in providing a decorative 
student bulletin board, revising the fire 
drill system, conducting a popcorn poll, 
and establishing a lost and found. 
The service committee has added 
greatly to the success of the school. 
l 
Pam Schneider-chairman 
SERVICE 
COMMITTEE 
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Skip Schoenhals, committee chairman 
INTERNATIONAL 
COMMITTEE 
This year the International committee 
hosted our exchange student from Sweden, 
Thomas Ohlsson. Skip Schoenhals and his 
committee worked hard to see that Tom's 
American experience was full of events an 
American student would have. During the 
year Tom was on the football team. The 
letter he earned and the experience of be­
ing down there with his friends were both 
worth the work. Tom started a Swedish 
class for interested students which met 
on Wednesdays after school. Tom brought 
a touch of Sweden to our school that will 
never fade away. 
During the year, a program, Youth for 
Understanding, was accepted by the student 
body. Under this program many more stu­
dents will be able to live overseas during 
the summer and school year. Also, we would 
have three foreign students in one year 
from western Europe, South America, or 
Mexico. Youth for Understanding is a Michi­
gan program for Michigan students and their 
schools. A student must be above average 
in school. A teacher, a family friend, and 
his or her own family must recommend the 
student to be accepted by this program. The 
foreign student is asked to help pay for 
some of his transportation, but no student 
is denied the chance to come to America 
because he can't afford it. 
Last summer Marty Groulx represented 
University High in southern Italy. 
Skip Schoenhals and Thomas Ohlsson 
Marty Groulx, exchange student to Italy 
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A gift to us-a little of Sweden. 
Thomas Ohlsson with coach Richard Nuzum. 
Thomas' American family: Mike Harrelson, Thomas 
Ohlsson, Bobby Harrelson, Dr. William Harrelson, 
Mrs. Harrelson. 
23 
Mary Wise-Chairman 
The 1965 Powder-Puff Basketball teams. 
24 
PEP 
COMMITTEE 
The Pep Committee was 
moved into a new room this 
year, w h e  r e there was 
more room to paint the 
signs that dotted our halls 
a n d  covered the freshly 
p a i n t e d  walls. The mem­
bers were busy organizing 
two homecomings, selling 
cowbells, and playing in 
the first powder-puff foot­
ball game. The Pep Com­
mittee was also responsi­
ble for g e t t i n g  buses for 
away football and basket­
ball games. With the spon­
sor, Miss Sorrells, and the 
chairman, Mary Wise, the 
Pep Committee helped re­
store our school's spirit 
and unity. 
Front: Sue Hamilton, Kay Neerkin, Nancy VanEck. 
Back: Marla Tobi a s, MaryLou S u the r l a n d, Jo 
Northam. 
Jan Okamura, Lynn Gardner, Melanie Murray, Carol 
Wise. 
$ 
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CHEERLEADERS 
Peppy and enthuastic are des­
criptive of this year's cheerleaders, 
as they led our cheering at all the 
games. The ju m p s, s pli t s, and 
chants have grown to be a part of 
these friendly, energetic girls. 
By sponsoring pep assemblies 
before the games, these girls tried 
to promote a greater sense of school 
spirit in the student body. 
Whether meeting def eat or vic­
tory, these g i r 1 s never g a v e  up 
cheering for our teams. 
25 
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Front; Kathy Brune, Jane Maus, Kathy VandeGiessen, Ellen Deur, Barb Brannock, Pam 
Schneider, Pam Honey, Margaret VanStreain, Carolyn Hodge, Marilyn Wierman, Sue 
Piket, Lois Monroe, advisor. Second; Bob Correll, Art Bates, Greg Chance, Bob Mc­
cowen, Jim Giachino, Bill Yankee, Chuck Brown, Pete VanderBeek, Bunkie VanderSalm, 
Bill Virgo, Dave Gray, Doug Callander, Steve Boyack, Tim VanderMeulen, Ivars Zemi­
tans, John Noble, Cam Carter. Back; Carol Manske, Margie Hannon, Lucia Leonardelli, 
Marsha Williams, Mary Grubb, Mary Wise, Sharon Warfield, Pat Dew, Bill Barr, Mike 
Harrelson, Perry Brunner. 
MONITORS 
The monitors, advised by Mrs. Monroe, and 
headed by Sharon Warfield, kept busy this year 
making sure rules were obeyed. The effective­
ness of the hall monitor, off ice monitor, and 
the study hall monitors could be felt every day 
in school. The loss of the passing bell proved 
to be of no obstacle to the study hall monitors, 
when the time came to demand quiet. When the 
halls were often noisey from the painters, the 
monitors kept the peace and often went in 
search for a room of quiet. The efficient office 
monitor was a messenger for the students. 
Many times a monitor gave up his complete 
hour to deliver these messages. The monitors 
were respected this year, as they were in the 
past, and will be in the future. 
• 
First semester members. Front: Kathy VandeGiessen, Ann Rosegrant, Kathy 
Sykes, Keye Luke, Marty Groulx. Back: Miss Winslow, advisor; Bernie Stulberg, 
Jeff Blankenburg, Al Karr, Craig Speck, Bill Barr, Pete VanderBeck, Judy 
Norris, Cris Galbraith. Not pictured: Jane Davidoff, Doug Hanse, Dave Stevens, 
Ken Stillwell. 
Marty Groulx pins a new member. 
HONORS 
SOCIETY 
The Honor Society, with 
Marty Groulx as president 
and s p o n s o r e d  by Miss 
Winslow, not o n  1 y pre­
sented a goal for students, 
but also gave deserving 
s t ud e n t s  recognition for 
their efforts. M e m b e r s
also have helped other stu­
dents with subjects they 
were having trouble in. 
S t ud e n t s who h a v e  
maintained a high scho ­
lastic average of an A- are 
accepted as mem bers of the 
Honor Society. These stu­
dents must c o n  t i n  u e to 
maintain a B average to 
remain in the organization. 
Second semester members. Jeff Rhuland, Mike Holaday, Kathy Brune, 
Karen Engle. Not pictured: Betty Hannon. 
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TEEN 
PAGE 
WRITERS 
This year, several students 
have faithfully written articles 
about our school for the Kala­
mazoo Gazette Teen Page. Be­
cause of the e f f o r t s  of these 
students, our school has been 
represented on the Teen Page 
by news of our student body. 
Even though we are one of the 
smallest high schools in the Kala­
mazoo area, these students have 
made it possible for us to have 
a voice in our community. Sue 
Piket was editor of the Teen 
Page writers. Left to right: Mary Wise, Sue Betz, Carol Conrad, Priscilla Brunner, Kathy VandeGiessen 
Front row: Sharon Warfield. Back row; John Albert, Jim Reavis, Steve Nuyen, 
Miss Winslow. 
LIBRARY 
ASSISTANTS 
Each year several stu­
dents voluntarily gave up 
their study halls to become 
library assistants. These 
people went to the library 
each day and helped check 
out books and assist the 
librarian in other duties. 
The prospective assistants 
must fill out an application 
and then are chosen from 
this information. Although 
little is heard about this 
group, their work is very 
useful in the functions of 
our library. 
The voluntary staff of the University 
High Highlights again made our newspaper 
a success. The Highlights has presented 
the news in interesting and entertaining 
ways. 
Editor, Priscilla Brunner, working to­
gether with other staff members, success­
fully worked in publishing the Highlights 
every three weeks. They were advised by 
Mr. Robert Hughes. Together they struggled 
to meet their deadlines, each time turning 
out another well diversified newspaper. 
Since there were no homeroom periods 
this year, the staff met after school, only 
when necessary. However, this worked out 
well, and we again had a year whose events 
were well-recorded in the Highlights. 
HIGHLIGHTS 
Front; Kathy Bennett, Claire Anderson, Mike Holaday, Pat Dew, Ann Rosegrant, Kathy 
VandeGiessen, Tony Wo n d e r l y, Robert Hughes, a d v i s o r. Back: Karen Engel, Jim 
Giachino, Vicki Virgo, Priscilla Brunner, editor; Mary Tucker, Connie Adams, Dave 
Palmatier, Louise Freyburger, Chris Galbraith, Dave Galbraith, Leah Pixler, Daphne 
Szmuszkovicz. 
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Kay Ellenger, Tony Wonderly, Sue Holaday, Sue Alexander. 
DEBATE 
Melvin Donaho, adviser; Pat Raher, president. 
30 
This year, with the sup­
port of Mr. Melvin Donaho, 
and the interested students, 
the debate team was re­
established at University 
H i g h. T h e  i r experienced 
coach, Mr. Donaho, is the 
former debate coach at the 
University of Michigan. He 
is aware of the success of 
former teams and the po­
tential of the present and 
future debaters with whom 
he will be working. 
Steve Boyack, Ann Whitfield, Pat Raher. Not 
pictured: Daphne Szmuszkovicz. 
The National debate topic for this year was; 
"Resolved: Nuclear Weapons can be controlled 
by International powers." The same topic is 
used all year. This is the state tournament 
topic. By the time the state tournament came 
around, our debaters were well prepared. 
-
MATH CLUB 
Left to right: Bob Kent, secretary; Bill Barr, president; Al 
Karr, vice president; Al Mulder, treasurer. 
G 
Back row, left to right: Mr. Hackney, advisor, M. 
Mrozek, S. Schoenhals, J. TerBeck, B, Mccowen, 
G, Heath, A. Bates, J. Jennings, B. Hammond, 
B. Karr, Mrs. Watters. Front row: A, Whitfield,
B. Barr, A. Karr, B. Kent, A. Mulder, S, Southon.
The Math Club i n s p i r e d  and en­
couraged its members in their compre­
hension of math's wonders and mysterys. 
Speakers, films, and puzzling problems 
were the highlights of the meetings. In 
the spring, the group went on a trip which 
they paid for from money received from 
a candy sale. 
POLITICAL 
The Political Interest Club continued this year 
under the leadership of Cy Mallinson, chairman, and 
Mr. Pelkki, advisor. Current events were discussed 
and debated. This club is a fine example of how our 
civic minded students may display an interest in the 
workings of their society. INTEREST CLUB 
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M, Mrozek-Sports B. Brannock-Advertisements B. Stulberg-Business Manager
K. Engle-Exchange S. Warfield-Seniors L. Leonardelli-Activities C. Manske­
Editor-in-chief A. Karr-Photography M, Egland-Copy M. Williams-Underclassmen
R. Hughes-Advisor K, VandeGeissen-Assistant Editor (not pictured)
Editor, Carol Manski; Advisor, Mr. Hughes; Assistant, 
Kathy VandeGiessen. 
The dream of completing a job well, 
slowly became a reality as each com­
mittee put the finishing touches on their 
individual sections. 
32 
HIGHLANDER 
Long hours were spent taking 
pictures, forming pages and or­
ganizing the 1965 Hi g h l a n d e r. 
Everyone was working toward the 
goal of meeting each one of the 
deadlines as they came along. 
HIGHLANDER STAFF 
Robert Hughes-Advisor 
Carol Manske-Editor 
Kathy VandeGiessen-Assistant Editor 
Bernie Stulberg-Business Manager 
Subscriptions Sports 
Nancy den Bleyker Mark Mrozek 
Marilyn Wierman Pat Raher 
Copy Activities 
Marcia Egland Lucia Leonardelli 
Mary Wise Priscilla Brunner 
Pam Schneider Betty Hannon 
Seniors Photography 
Sharon Warfield Al Karr 
Jon Jennings Mike Holaday 
Cindy Southon Dave Palmatier 
Barba Hinz 
Advertisements 
Underclassmen Barb Brannock 
Marsha Williams Carol Boudeman 
Bruce Batts Al Mulder 
Kathy Bennett 
Mary Harada Exchange 
Karen Engle 
33 
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CHOIR 
May was an especially busy 
month for our choir again this 
year. "Anything Goes" was the 
main cause of this. Mr. Jack 
Frey, the director of our choir, 
did an excellent job getting every­
thing ready for their perform­
ances. Besides the m u s i c  a 1, 
several concerts were presented, 
one of which was a television 
appearance. 
Although the choir is quite 
small, they have done especially 
well this year. 
BAND 
The many activities that the band 
has participated in this year include 
enthusiastic performances at foot­
ball and basketball games, giving 
fine concerts, and producing the 
Red and White Review. The Band 
had a booth at the carnival to raise 
money for their trip in the spring. 
1965 Swing Band 
Tim Null-pantomime 
Sophomore girls' skit 
36 
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Marge Node! 
Senior girls' skit 
Doug Hanze, stage manager; Barbara Bran­
nock, general chairman; Mr. James Hause, 
advisor. 
Ken Still we 11 
THE RED & WHITE REVIEW 
Junior girls' skit 
Donald Clapp, Jim Giachino, Bob Kent-Hobos 
The 1965 Red & White Revue was staged 
around three lost hobos adding life and humor 
to the show. The cast spent many hard weeks 
practicing to make the show a success. The 
show was staged in the W.M. U. Theatre in early 
April. The director was Barb Brannock and 
Mr. James Hause was the advisor. 
Sharon Warfield 
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FINNETTS 
Each year the members of 
Finnetts strive toward the goal of 
the annual water show. This year 
their goal was met by presenting 
"The Wizard of Oz" held on May 
13 and 14 at the Read Fieldhouse 
pool. The careful planning and 
patient practice of each member 
not only made the show possible 
but also gave it the quality of 
perfection. The group's officers 
were: Mary Lou Su t h e r l a n d, 
p r e s i d e n t; Pam Honey, vice­
president; Jan D e  P r e e, secre­
tary; Pat Dew, treasurer. 
Finnetts Club: Front: Carol Conard, Nancy Hamilton, Mary Harada, 
Sue Margolis, Leigh Hunt, Janet Kavanaugh. Second: Sue Hamilton, Pam 
Honey, Kathy Sykes, Mary Hamilton, Mary Lou Sutherland, Melinda 
Knight. Back: Sue Southon, Joy Hawkins, Janet De Pree, Kathy VanStreain, 
Sue Picket, Berrianne Matthews, Jean Laing, K.C. Moe, Jan Wilson, 
Jill Klammer, Mary Deur, Keye Luke, Deborah Huff, Margaret Van 
Streain, Pat Dew. 
Left to right: Jan DePree, treasurer; Pat Dew, secretary; Miss 
Linda Sorrells, advisor; Pam Honey, vice president; Mary Lou 
Sutherland, president. 
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Officers (left to right), Ann Rosegrant, treasurer; Janet DePree, 
vice president; Kathy Brune, president; Sue Masters, secretary. 
The Girls Recreation As­
sociation gives those girls who 
are interested a chance to 
play together in the gym on 
Friday nights after school. 
They learn the correct rules 
of the game and i n c r e a s e 
teamwork techniques. 
GIRLS' 
RECREATION 
ASSOCIATION 
39 
-
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FUTURE 
NURSES 
The Future Nurses Club is a small 
but active group. Although it had only 
nine members, the club worked on many 
projects. Several of the girls did volun­
tary work again this year at both Bor­
gess and Bronson hospitals. They also 
made tray favors and small gifts for the 
patients at other hospitals and nursing 
homes in Kalamazoo. By these small 
kindnesses, the Future Nurses Club has 
helped and cheered many unfortunate 
people. 
The club's o f f i c e r s  are: Marsha 
Williams, president; Kathy VanderGies­
sen, vice-president; Judy Hartenstein, 
secretary; Leah Pixler, treasurer. 
i '~ - .,._ ••I\ 
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Front row: Steve Polley, president; Craig Speck, Bob Mccowen, 
Dennis Raher. Back row: Tom Mccowen, Len Wade, Andris 
Zemitans, Don Bender, Mr. Fillingham, advisor. 
MODEL BUILDERS 
Mr. Fillingham, advisor, helps Tom Mc Cowen. 
Each Monday evening this past 
year, the Model Builders Club 
met with their advisor, Mr. Fill­
ingham. The president of the 
organization was Steve Polley. 
Although the club was interested 
in several activities, their main 
concern this year has been model 
cars. The building of a slot­
racing track was a project of 
the entire club. Even though the 
club was small, its members 
enjoyed working together on their 
mutual interest. 
,-
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The 1964 Homecoming Court. Back: Gregg Chance, Nancy Van Eck; 
Tom Ohlsson, Kay Neerken; Bill Barr, Mary Wise; Greg Russell, 
Marla Tobias. Front: Jeff Rhuland, Suzy Hamilton, Mark Mrozek. 
HOMECOMING-HEIGHTS OF 
THE CUB SPIRIT 
•I'd like you to meet. . "
The freshmen whoop it up! 
•J' m so happy just to dance with you.• 
In the midst of the Football Homecoming game. Suzy Hamil­
ton was crowned queen by the co-captains, Jeff Rhuland and 
Mark Mrozek. 
HE I CHTS OF TH[ [UB 5PIRIT 
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''TWELFTH NIGHT'' 
The Talisman Trio 
44 
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The shining balls upon the trees, 
The soft, and resting light, 
Then add a gentle snow to these 
And you have the "Twelfth Night." 
A small sleigh gliding 'round the 
hill, 
The horses seem in flight, 
And dream of these, I'm sure you 
will, 
Of these and the "Twelfth Night." 
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1965 Basketball Homecoming Court: Bunkie VanderSalm, Marla Tobias, Tim 
VanderMeulen, Mary Lou Sutherland, Pete Vander Beek, king, Mary Wise, queen, 
Steve Johnson, king, Cindy Southon, Mike Low, Carol Hodge, Jeff Rhuland. 
Th rough the endeavor s 
of both the Pep and Soc ial 
C o m  m it t e e s we h ad an 
o r i g i n a 1 and e x c it i n g
b a s k et b a 11 h o m e  c o m­
i ng. The wee k inc l uded
color day, c l ash day, day
of mour ning, and school
color day.
T h e pep a s s e m b 1 y 
cheered the teams to win 
al l five g ames Fr iday night. 
S at ur day night was the t r a­
dit ional Ho m e c o m i ng 
dance. Wit h the H it c h 
Hiker s as entert ainment, 
the dance will alway s be 
remembered b y  the coup les 
who attended it. 
46 Left to right: Steve Johnson, king, Mary Wise, queen, Pete 
VanderBeek, king. 
BASKETBALL 
HOMECOMING 
1965 
''RED & WHITE 
LINE UP'' 
''RED HEART 
REBOUND'' 
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GRADUATION 
Sadness and excitement are both present, 
for graduation marks an end as well as a 
beginning, a break with the past, a union with 
the future. 
The seniors have been working on plans to 
make the end of their years at University High 
a memorable one. They have divided the 
planning between four committees that worked 
on Skip Day, announcements, the Senior Ban­
quet, and the graduation ceremony. The theme 
chosen by the class was "This I promise, and 
much more." 
Committee meetings brought ideas 
together. Result: A great graduation! 
t :::: 
Announcements were sold by Sue 
Southon and Nancy VanEck. 
Measuring for robes-graduation is near. 
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1964 Varsity Football Team. Front: Tom Ohlsson, Roger Starkweather, Mike Griffith, 
Greg Russell, Andy Patton, Jon Jennings, Jeff Rhuland, Skip Schoenhals, Mark Calhoun, 
Bunkie Vandersalm, Tim Null, Mike Graves, Second: Pat Walters, manager; Fred Devall, 
Terry Moore, Tom Roon, Jim Klerk, Tim VanderMeulen, Mike Carr, Mark Mrozek, 
Mike Low, Al Mulder, Pete VanderBeek, Craig Speck, John Noble, Bob Meagher, Bill 
Barr, John Kneen, manager; Back: Mike Harrelson, Gary Griffeth, Jeff Gauthier, Doug 
Callander, John Gilman, Jon Stokkerman, Bill Prange, Gregg Chance, Cam Carter, Dave 
Gray, Bill Virgo, Cy Mallinson, Dan VanBlaricom, Bob Mccowen. 
1964 Reserve Football Team. Front: Jim Betz, Dennis Johnson, Tom Mccowen, Dean 
Panse, Bill Sykes, Bob Knapp, Mike Burdick, Andy Warner, Doug Laing. Second: Scott 
Chance, John Hinz, Larry Klerk, Mike Slater, Dave Fatzinger, Earl Shephard, Tom 
Grasshorn, Larry Warfield, Steve Nuyen, Mark Rosegrant, Jim Todd, Bruce Roberts. 
Back: Mr. Peters, coach; Bruce Geller, Bill Keiser, Rich Levin, Mike Walters, Web 
Burrell, Bruce Callander, Walt Lyford, Chuck Van Eck, Ivars Zemitans, Don Bender, 
Mr. Callighan. 
FOOTBALL 
The Varsity a n d  Re­
serve football teams had a 
hard-fought, w e  11 played 
season. Their spirits were 
there and they would not 
give up even though the 
scores were not always in 
their favor. They showed 
that U-High was made up 
of two good teams of good 
sports. After all, it's "not 
that you won or lost-but 
how you played the game." 
And our teams played it 
well. 
VARSITY SENIORS 
Bob Meagher-Tackle 
Andy Patton-Halfback 
Skip Schoenhals-Fullback 
Jon Jennings-Halfback 
John Gilman-Halfback 
Fred DeVall-Tackle 
Bill Barr-Guard 
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Gary Griffith-Guard 
Greg Russell-Halfback 
John Noble-End Bob Mccowen-Guard 
Mark Mrozek Co-Captain-Tackle 
Dan VanBlaricom-Guard 
Tom Ohlsson-Fullback 
Gregg Chance-End 
Al Mulder-Tackle 
Dave Gray-Guard 
Mike Low-End 
Pete VanderBeek-End 
eff Rhuland Co-Captain-Halfback 
Cy Mallinson-Center 53 
Craig Speck-Tackle 
''ACTION BOYS, ACTION!'' 
1964 Cross Country. Front: Mac McCully, Tim Mather, Len L'Esperance, Tom Prescott, 
John Stewart, Chuck Clarke. Back: Chuck Brown, Steve Johnson, Jim Giachino, Co­
Captain; Dave Stevens, Co-Captain; Doug Hanze, Perry Brunner, Mr. Pelkki, coach. 
Paul Pelkki-Coach 
Jim Giachino-Co-Captain 
Dave Stevens-Co-Captain 
CROSS 
COUNTRY 
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Front: Mike Griffith, Mike Low, Al Mulder, Steve Johnson, co-captain; Jeff Rhuland, 
Barney Chance, coach. Back: Jeff Gauthier, manager; Gregg Chance, Doug Callander, 
Tim VanderMeulen, Bunkie VanderSalm, Jon Jennings, Ed Prause, manager. Not pictured: 
Dan Ervin, Roger Starkweather, Pete VanderBeek, co-captain. 
The Cub basketball team is led by many fine 
players. Steve Johnson co-captain, was outstanding 
at the forward position. He also was Kalamazoo's 
leading scorer with a fine 20 pt. average. Steve is 
helped by Mike "Louie" Low and "Big Al" Mulder 
under the boards. Mike led the team in rebounds. 
Jeff Rhuland, Gregg Chance, and Jon Jennings were 
all guards and completed our list of seniors. 
Senior Pete VanderBeek, co-captain, was ineligible 
because of a leg injury. The Juniors of the squad 
were a happy surprise for Coach Barney Chance. 
Mike Griffeth has started most games while Bunkie 
VanderSalm, Tim VanderMulen, and Doug Callander 
have seen a lot of action. 
Al Mulder 
Steve Johnson SENIORS 
Mike Low Jeff Rhuland Pete VanderBeek 
;regg Chance 
Jon Jennings 
CUBS 
IN ACTION 
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Front: Steve r.uyen, Jim Smith, Larry Klerk, David Fatzinger, !vars Zemilans. Back: 
Paul Scott, Doug Laing, John Hinz, Earl Shepherd, Larry Hodge, Jim Todd, Dean Panse, 
Wayne Johnson, Lyle l\lcAuley, coach. 
RESERVES 
IN 
ACTION 
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1965 Track Team. Front: Chuck Brown, captain; Mark Calhoun, Dean Panse, Paul Scott, 
Gary Griffeth, Mike Harrelson. Second row: Tim Null, Bob Coleman, Terry TerBeck, 
Mark Mrozek, Terry Scott, Dave Stevens, John Hinz, Lyle McAuley, coach. Not pictured: 
Jim Giachino, Dennis Johnson, Bob Knapp, Bill Sykes, Mike Walters. 
Chuck Brown-captain 
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TRACK 
Chuck Brown, this year's track captain, 
was the leader of a fine, well balanced team. 
Coach Lyle McAuley and assistant, Neil Nutter, 
feel this was one of the best teams they have 
had. Shotputters Bob Coleman and Mark Mrozek 
were worth first and second in most meets. 
High jumper, Jerry Terbeck, boosted our team 
to many victories. 
Our runners were led by Jim Giahino, 
Dave Stevens, Gary Griffeth, and Bob Warnke. 
John Hinz, Dean Panze, Paul Scott, and 
Mark Calhoun were all experienced under­
classmen. They were potential point winners. 
Sprinters, Terry Scott, Tim Null, and Dennis 
Johnson, were also a real asset. 
The year turned out to be a success for 
everyone involved. 
John Hinz, Dean Panse-hurdlers 
Chuck Brown, Jim Giachino. 
Chuck Brown, Jim G i a c h i n o, Gary 
Griffeth, Dave St e v e n s  -- mile relay 
team 
Mark Mrozek 
-<OT? k 
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Bob Coleman, Mark Mrozek-shot putters 
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John Noble 
Pat Raher-captain 
Mark Calhoun 
Dan VanB!aricom 
BASEBALL 
This year's baseball team, coached 
by Richard Nuzum, was young, but very 
good. They were led by several hustling 
s e n i o r s  who provided key leadership 
throughout the year. Among these are 
catcher Pat Raher, captain of the team, 
and pitcher John Noble. Jerry TerBeck 
and Terry Scott fought hard and both did 
a good job at third base. Jim Duncun 
did quite well as shortstop. The under­
classmen, Tom Roon, Mike Graves, Mark 
Calhoun, Mike Griffith, Dave Pruis, and 
Tim VanderMeulen, added much speed 
and skill to make the t e a m  the b e  s t 
possible. 
Andy Patton 
Jerry TerBeck 
1965 Tennis Team: Bernie Stulberg, Tom Ohlsson, Doug Hanze, Jon Jennings, Steve 
Campbell, Greg Chance, Al Karr. 
TENNIS 
Jon Jennings, Captain. 
As usual, U High had an outstanding Tennis 
team. The Cubs have never lost a Wolverine 
Conference Championship, or a Wolverine Con­
ference match. 
They have also won five class B State Champion­
ships and are Class A Champions. The team's 
strength was in captain Jon Jennings, Steve Camp­
bell, Al Karr, Tim Miller, and Doug Hanze. Thomas 
Ohlsson, our foreign exchange student, also added 
to the team. The Cubs played fifteen matches this 
year. Battle Creek, Pennfield, East Grand Rapids, 
and Holland have been added to the list of opponents. 
Les Dodson, K a  1 a m  a z o o  College tennis star, 
coached the team this year. 
Al Karr, Tom Ohlsson, Steve Campbell. 
1965 Golf Team. Jeff Rhuland, Bunkie VanderSalm, Floyd Scott, Jeff Blankenburg, Dave 
Palmatier 
GOLF 
The 1965 Golf team, coached by Roy 
Walters and Art Christensen, tied for the 
class B State Championship last year. 
This year's team was led by junior 
Jeff Blankenburg. Jeff won the Public 
Links and local J.C. tournaments last 
year. 
Senior Floyd Scott, a newcomer to the 
University High Golf team, is also an 
excellent golfer. Dependable Jeff Rhu­
land is a real asset. 
Underclassmen Bunkie VanderSalm, 
Dave P a l m a t i e r, and Tom S w a r tz 
balanced out this fine team. 
Jeff Blankenburg-captain 
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INTRAMURAL 
The intramural program was its 
usual great success this year. There 
were five student teams: Mrozek's 
Monsters, Roon's Rustlers, Correll's 
Cuties, Gi l man ' s  Greasers, and 
Blankenburg' s Brutes. There was 
also one faculty team: the Faculty 
Has-Beens. The faculty team proved 
to be the best. They finished 10-0 
and were invited to play against the 
students again next year. 
Mark Mrozek, p r es i ct en t; John 
Noble, vice-president. 
U-CLUB
The U-Club is an organization made up of
all Varsity lettermen. This year's officers 
are Mark Mrozek, president; John Noble, vice­
president; and Jim Gi a c h i n o, s e c r e t a r y­
tr e a s u r e  r. Each year the U-Club has a 
money making project. They also have a hay 
ride and a booth at the carnival. 

Mike Mulder-President 
Holly Hefner-Secretary 
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FRESHMEN 
As potential leaders, eager to learn and 
willing to understand the rules of our school, 
these students started their high school life 
with competent officers and a school spirited 
body. On the start of their climb, these stu­
dents have shown that they will successfully 
reach the top. 
Jane Rutherford-Vice-President 
Mike Burdick-Treasurer 
Wayne Babcock Bruce Batts Don Bender Jim Betz John Beukema Steve Borr 
Mike Burdick Web Burrell Bruce Callander Cherie Carlson Tom Decker Mary Deur 
Barb Devendorf Peggy Doezema 
Kay Ellinger Linda Farnan 
Chris Flowers Dave Galbraith Eleanor Gauntlett Bruce Geller Nancy Hamilton Mary Ann Harada 
uJ 
Joy Harter Joy Hawkins Holly Hefner 
Debby Honey Sarah Howard Debbie Huff 
George Humphrey Bob Humphrey Leigh Hunt Dennis Johnson Sandy Kelly Bill Keiser 
Chuck Knappen Jean Laing 
Kathy Lawrence Marty Lawrence 
Mike Lawrence 
Laura Lintner 
Tom Mccowen 
Judy Margolis 
Janice May 
Gayla Mason 
f' 
J : 
Jean Meagher 
Len L'Esperance Rich Levin 
Sue Lofts Pat Low 
Mac Mccully Ginny Mallinson 
Mike Mulder Dave Nadelman Tom Prescott Dennis Raher Jim Reavis Bruce Roberts 
Mark Rosegrant 
-· . ----
Jane Rutherford 
,ue Schlosser Kathrina Schuur Sue Schwerin Peggy Sikes Mike Slater Kathy Southon 
John Stewart Leah Stoming Bill Sykes 
Bob Traxler Mary Viswai Mike Walters 
Tom Weaver Chuck Williams Carol Wilson 
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Dean Panse-President 
'·-
76 Mary Hamilton-Secretary 
Earl Shepherd- Vice-President 
SOPHOMORES 
A little older, and a little wiser, the 
sophomores continued their climb t o w a r d 
knowledge. With their experience from the 
previous year, they learned, gaining more 
experience to help them in their coming 
years. The rules governing this class be­
came a part of them, as they went to classes, 
watched athletics, and participated in com­
mittee work. 
Paul Scott-Treasurer 
.. ff. #M'!lii % ... 
Connie Adams Sue Alexander Sally Appledoorn Sil vij a A ustrins Kathy Bennett Steve Boyack 
I 
Al Buckman Scott Chance 
Beth DePree Ellen Deur 
Dan Devendorf Dave Fatzinger Louise Freyburger Kathie Galbreath Lynn Gardner Jane Gilman 
Tom Grashorn Lindsey Griffeth Ben Groulx Judy Hallam Mary Hamilton Marge Hannon 
John Hinz Larry Hodge ward McCartney Kaye Miles 
Sue Holaday Stan Jarrett Georgeana Mimms Melanie Murray 
Wayne Johnson Bruce Karr Steve Kent Bob Knapp Melinda Knight Lynn Kyser Julie Neerken Nancy Nelson 
11.,.. 
Margie N odel Steve Nuyen Jan Okamuro Dean Panse Doug Laing Alice Liepman Walt Lyford 
Ann Patton Carol Peters Leah Pixler Mary Potter Marsha Lyttle Tim Mather Berrianne Mathews 
Chuck Ross John Schau Sue Schram 
Paul Scott 
Earl Shepherd Dave Smith Jim Smith Carol Sprau 
Jim Todd Dave Triestram Vicki Vander Meulen Chuck Van Eck 
Kathy VanStreain Andy Warner 
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Sue Wetnight Cathy Willage 
Jan Wilson Carol Wise Bob Wise Tony Wonderly !vars Zemitans Larry Zemlick 
not pictured: 
Larry Klerk 
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Bill Jackson-President 
Dave Stevens-Vice-President 
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JUNIORS 
With only their short 
time left at U-High, these 
students strived to make 
everything they did a suc­
cess. They organized the 
Prom, read a million pages 
for English, and suffered 
through the long years of 
U n i t  e d St a t e  s History. 
These people are taking 
their last step. Next year 
they will be at the top, 
looking at, and helping the 
underclassmen on t h e i r  
long climb. The steps have 
been many, and close to­
gether, but when the top is 
reached, the result is well 
worth the effort. 
Marsha Williams-Secretary 
Bill Prange-Treasurer 
_j _ 
Sue Allen Claire Anderson Jeff Blankenburg Priscilla Brunner Mark Calhoun Doug Callander 
Steve Campbell Mike Carr Cam Carter Chuck Clarke Carol Conrad Bob Correll 
Chris Creager Jane Davidoff Karen Decker 
Nancy den Bleyker Marcia Egland Karen Engle 
Bill Faunce Chris Galbraith Steve Garrett Jeff Gauthier Don Gladstone John Glendening 
Mike Holaday Bill Jackson 
\1 
Jim Klerk Bruce Mason 
Kc Moe Terry Moore 
Janet Kavanaugh 
' . . . 
Jane Maus 
Ruth Nadelman 
Mike Graves Mike Griffith Mary Grubb 
Pam Handelsman Judy Hartenstein Dave Hathaway 
-·. v 
l 
l 
Kay Neerken Judy Norris 
Jo Northam Tim Null 
Dave Palmatier Sally Parfet 
Nancy Peters Bill Prange Ed Praus Pat Prescott Dave Pruis Tom Roon 
Tom Schwarz Dave Smith Julie Smith Roger Starkweather Dave Stevens Glen Stine 
., 
Jon Stokkerman Bernie Stulberg Mike Survilla Mary Lou Sutherland 
Dick Wilcox Marsha Williams Diane Wunderlich Bill Yankee 
not pictured: 
Dan Ervin 
Kathy Sykes 
Mary Ann Thorne Marla Tobias Mary Tucker 
Kathy VandeGiessen Tim VanderMeulen Bunkie VanderSalm 
Mary Verhage Bill Virgo Larry Warfield Ann Whitfield Wendy Whitney Marilyn Wie
rrnan 
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JUNIOR-SENIOR PROM 
"Through The Garden Gate" was chos­
en as the name of the Junior-Senior 
Prom this year. It was held in late May 
at Holiday Inn. The general chairman, 
Mary Lou Sutherland, organized specific 
committees to work out each division in 
planning the Prom. The John Stites Band, 
a group of college students, furnished the 
music for the evening. 
Mr. Kotecki, Mr. Hughes, and Miss 
Sorrells, the advisors, helped the prom 
committee solve the problems that came 
up. 
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The Senior's year is over now 
This class that showed the others 
how. 
Long years of I work and years of 
fun 
But their learning is still not done 
They have a life to lead, one each 
Through this window are goals to 
reach. 
Jon Jennings-Vice President 
Mark Mrozek-President 
SENIORS 
The% seniors% have% reached% the% top% of% this% flight%of%stairs.%
They% have% traveled% the% steps% of% English% and% government.% There%
are% many% memories% left% in% these% halls% and% books.% Yet,% there%are%
so%many%more%halls% to%walk,% and% books% to% open.%
The% seniors% have% had% their% golden% year.% The% oldest% and%most%
experienced,% they% have% helped% the% stumbling% underclassmen%over%
their% past% hurdles,% while% they% themselves% continued% on%the%climb%
for%knowledge.%
Bill Barr-Treasurer Mary Wise-Secretary 
VALEDICTORIAN 
Allan Francis Karr 
Al is recognized by all as a person with a 
gifted scientific mind. He was selected to attend 
the Physics seminar at Northwestern in the 
summer of 1964 and obtained the second highest 
rating of the entire seminar. He also received 
the highest possible score on the College 
Board's Math achievement test. 
Al has had many various interests during 
his six years at University High School. He has 
participated in the Political Interest Club, the 
Math Club, and the varsity tennis team. He has 
served as city commissioner of the Student 
Commission of Kalamazoo and has represented 
University High School for three years at the 
model United Nations. His other interests in­
clude electronics, reading, swimming, and 
photography. 
Following graduation, Al will continue his 
education in the field of engineering or scien­
tific research. 
Al has attained a goal for himself and well 
deserves the honor of Valedictorian of the 1965 
graduating class. 
SAL UT A TORIAN 
Ann Elizabeth Rosegrant 
Ann has an outstanding and amazing record 
at University High School. She has attended 
this school for nine years and in her junior 
high school studies. By ninth grade, she had 
already received two full credits toward her 
diploma. 
Because of this great drive for knowledge 
and her intenseness of purpose, Ann has been 
able to complete her high school requirements 
in three years, graduating with eighteen cred­
its and the academic honor of Salutatorian. 
During high school, Ann has been not only an 
excellent student but an active member of 
Student Council, the treasurer of G.R.A., a staff 
member of the Highlights, radio teen reporter 
for WKMI, and an active member of the Drama 
Club. 
Her interests include reading, writing, 
dramatics, singing, drawing, painting, and 
piano. 
After graduation, Ann will move to the 
Philipines with her parents for one year. Upon 
her return to the States, she will attend 
college, majoring in the humanities. 
John Lawrence Albert 
The task is never too large nor too 
small for one of such dependability. 
Susan Kay Betz 
A good dresser, a willing worker, 
Sue has shown that along with all 
her academic work, she can still 
have time for many friends and good 
times. 
William Robert Barr 
Bill is the type of person that suc­
ceeds at everything he attempts. 
This is a true quality of greatness 
which few achieve. 
Robert George Bisceglia 
Bob's quiet sense of humor and the 
interest he shows in particular fields 
will take him far in his accomplish­
mP.nts. 
Arthur Elliot Bates 
Being around this fun loving, happy­
go-lucky guy is never dull. Because 
of this infectious feeling of merri­
ment, he will n e v e  r be without 
friends. 
Carole Boudeman 
Carole's pleasant nature and sincere 
interest in everything brin6 her the 
admiration of all. 
Barbara Lee Brannock 
Though one of our hardest workers, 
Barb is our quietest. It is amazing 
that with all the responsibilities 
Barb carries, she is still always 
ready with a "hi" and a smile. 
Perry William Brunner 
Perry is a non-conformist in ideas, 
but he still grasps for the know­
ledge he wants, while expanding his 
own. 
Charles Hawkins Brown 
Chuck is an individualist. He is 
considerate and reliable and a good 
friend to many. 
Gregg Stanley Chance 
Gregg's friendliness and interest in 
others has given him much respect 
and admiration from those who know 
him. 
Kathleen Joy Brune 
Kathy's q u i c k  s m i  I e and ever­
friendly ways add a dash of sunshine 
to every day. 
Donald Raymond Clapp 
Don is always there when there is 
work to be done. His enthusiasm and 
willingness to cooperate with others 
show through in all he does. 
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Robert Henry Coleman 
His friendly humor and love of life 
bring him many lasting friends, 
Patricia Ann Dew 
Pat has achieved self-reliance by 
her dedicated desire to achieve. 
This has gained her the respect of 
all who know her. 
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Janet Louise DePree 
Janet's soft and gentle nature is 
surpassed only by her ability to make 
people happy. 
James Herbert Cavanaugh Duncan 
Jim has a quick wit and casual man­
ner. These i n s u r e  many lasting 
friends. 
Frederic Wayne DeVall 
The maturity and quiet humor of this 
gentleman are assets to all he takes 
part in. 
John Jay Engels 
Jack, typified by his devilish grin 
one moment and a serious expres­
sion the next, has made life enjoy­
able for many. 
Karen Ruth Frey 
Karen's serious manner, devotion, 
and sincere friendship will lead her 
to attain the very best. 
David Willis Gray 
Dave's quiet sense of humor makes 
him an enjoyable person to know. 
His unimposing attitude does not 
c o m p 1 e t e 1 y r e v e a 1 his m a n  y 
abilities. 
Joseph James Giachino 
Whether in school, in athletics, or in 
any aspect of life, Jim is always 
setting higher goals for himself. 
This devotion is what has elevated 
him to the outstanding success he is. 
Gray Dean Griffeth 
Seldom is there found one like Gary 
who has the ability to create laughter 
and happiness as he does. 
John Walsh Gilman 
Comfortable and considerate, this 
fellow will never lack friends. 
Mary Ruth Grother 
Through her consistant gaiety, Mary 
has enlivened many a day; through 
her wide association with others, 
she has gained an understanding of 
people. 
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Martha Jo Groulx 
Marty bears the mark of maturity, 
the wisdom of a scholar, and the 
warmth of a true friend. 
Betty Rae Hannon 
With an artistic flair in all she does, 
she has proven to be a diligent 
worker and sincere friend. 
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Susan Ann Hamilton 
Suzy's display of energy and vitality 
is i n c  o m  p a r  a b  1 e. She is always 
working, always smiling; her friends 
are many, her worries are non­
existant. 
Douglas William Hanze 
Doug's constant search for greater 
knowledge has helped him develop 
m a n y  friendships; through these 
friendships his strength of character 
has been found. 
Robert Erwin Hammond 
Bob has a sense of humor and a 
capacity for working hard toward 
something he wishes to achieve. 
These qualities are essential for 
success. 
Michael John Harrelson 
Mike's individuality is his trade­
mark. He is a capable and willing 
leader with many qualities that will 
help him achieve success. 
Geoffrey Sidnam Heath 
In a quiet, mature manner, Geoff 
accomplishes all he attempts. 
Pamela Jane Honey 
Pam is a dedicated worker and any 
job she undertakes will be accom­
plished efficiently and well. 
Barbara Jean Hinz 
Barb is a person who is genuine in 
everything she does, from simply 
giving a smile to spending hours 
helping with projects. This admira­
ble quality will stay with her forever. 
Michael John Howard 
Under Mike's quiet, composed ex­
terior is a generous, fun-loving 
person. 
Carolyn Elizabeth Hodge 
Carol's happy-go-lucky nature and 
her ability to make friends, as well 
as her desire to succeed, will make 
her long remembered by all. 
Jonathan Robert Jennings 
There are few who would give to 
others before giving to themselves; 
this he does. 
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Steven Allen Johnson 
Steve has proved himself a deter­
mined and hard working individual. 
To the kids at school he's not a 
"Big Senior"-he's a "great guy" 
to everybody. 
Jill Elaine Klammer 
Her individual beliefs and opinions 
are her strengths-her laughter is 
her warmth, 
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Alan Francis Karr 
Rare is his combination of wisdom, 
leadership, and sincerity. 
Lucia Thorpe Leonardelli 
Lucia's success will come from her 
determination for accomplishment 
and ability to make friends. 
Robert John Kent 
Bob is a person full of fun and 
mischief. His witty sense of humor 
is well known, as is his ability to 
lead and communicate with groups, 
Michael Edwin Low 
Mike's friendliness and easy-going 
sense of humor makes him a worth­
while person to know. 
Keye Laurel Luke 
Keye offers herself, her knowledge, 
and her assistance, unselfishly; in 
return she receives the respect of 
all who know her. 
Sue Ann Masters 
Sue has won many lasting friend­
ships by her sincere concern and 
thoughtfulness. 
Cyrus James Mallinson 
Cy has a desire to learn. His quiet 
manner hides from many his de­
termination and genuine friendli­
ness. 
Susan Carol May 
Sue is a neat dresser and a friendly 
person. Her sparkle and sophistica­
tion are evident in everything she 
does. 
Carol Margert Manske 
Forever a friend, forever a worker. 
She has contributed many worthwhile 
ideas to our school. 
Robert Dale Mccowen 
Bob is a quiet, easy going indi­
vidual. He is a friend to all and is 
considered a person of integrity. 
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Robert John Meagher 
To him a quality of greatness and 
wisdom will bring happiness. 
Allen Martin Mulder Jr. 
Al's serious mature and willing par­
ticipation can be seen in his many 
activities. He is a friend to every­
one who knows him. 
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Timothy Charles Miller 
Tim is a quiet, serious-minded per­
son. His many abilities make him a 
respected and admired individual. 
Ingrid Ann Nelson 
Ingrid, because of her wide travel 
and many interesting experiences, 
has much to offer to those around 
her. 
Mark Anthony Mrozek 
Mark's cheerful, genial disposition 
is known to all. He radiates friend­
liness and fun wherever he goes. 
John Randolf Noble 
John is a calm and easy-going fel­
low. He takes life as it comes, and 
likes it that way. 
Larry J. Obreiter 
Larry is a quiet person, but not 
one easily forgotten. His friendly 
attitude and sense of humor will 
attain and keep many friends. 
Suzanne Carol Piket 
Sue is able to laugh and yet know 
when to be serious. She acknow­
ledges life with gentle concern. 
Per Thomas Ohlsson 
Tom has a sincere manner and 
friendly smile which have made 
him well-known and well-liked to 
all of us. 
Steven Lewis Polley 
Steve's non-chalant a t t i t u d e  and 
pleasant manner make him always 
fun to be with. 
Andrew Jackson Patton Jr. 
His sincere understanding of people 
and willingness to listen make him 
admired by all. 
Patrick Michael Raher 
Pat's jovial manner and determina­
tion to do his best have made him 
a leader and friend to all. What­
ever he does, he will succeed. 
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Jeff Edward Rhuland 
Jeff has outstanding leadership and 
athletic abilities. His drive and 
ambition have placed him in many 
important positions. 
Gregory George Russell 
Seldom is there one who can laugh 
with the world yet conquer it too; 
this he does. 
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Jane Louise Riggin 
Although quiet and gentle in charac­
ter, Jane has a mischievous flair 
for fun. 
Ross Wier Rutherford 
A good natured fellow; Ross takes 
the world in his stride. 
Ann Elizabeth Rosegrant 
From her quiet and gentle nature 
have come creations full of impact; 
from her understanding of others 
have come deep friendships. 
Pamela Jane Schneider 
She is to be com mended for her 
strong opinions and envied for her 
energy and enthusiasm. 
Marvin Neil Schoenhals 
Many people are influenced by his 
calm nature and optimistic atti­
tude. 
Cynthia Lynn Southon 
Cindy is a fun loving gal whose 
ability to assist in any way has 
brought her many friends. 
Floyd Walter Scott 
Though he is quiet, his intellignece 
and athletic ability make him well 
known at U-High. Those who know 
him respect him for these and other 
fine qualities. 
Susan Janice Southon 
Sue is vivacious and at the same 
time composed and relaxed. She 
likes people and approaches every 
aspect of life with enthusiasm. 
Terry James Scott 
Terry has an ability to mix fun with 
work and still come out on top. 
J. Craig Speck
Craig's achievements at U-High are 
the marks of true ability. Success 
is easily within his grasp. 
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Kenneth Jean Stillwell 
Ken is a scholar, a musician, and a 
leader. He is one who knows what 
the future holds. We would be wise 
to follow him. 
Jerry Lee TerBeck 
Jerry has a commical, witty sense 
of humor. His congenial friendliness 
puts one at ease and has made him 
well known and well liked. 
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Daphne Rebecca Sarah 
Szmuszkovicz 
Common sense, dependability, and 
a willingness to listen are marks of 
her compatible character. 
Daniel Jerry VanBlaricom 
With the mind to stimulate new 
ideas and the heart to make new 
friends, Dan will succeed. 
Pamela Jane Taylor 
Pam's bright smile and gentle nature 
has won her the respect and friend­
ship of many. 
Peter Shane Vander Beek 
Pete's ability to lead and to succeed 
and his great amount of ambition 
will take him onto higher plains. 
Nancy Lynn Van-Eck 
From Nancy's effervescence and 
laughter to her quiet friendship, she 
has shown her ability to like people, 
and to be liked. 
Leonard Rex Wade 
With a love for fun Len enjoys life; 
with a mind of determination he is 
beneficial to it. 
Margaret Ann VanStreain 
Margert's cordial manner and hon­
est word is proof of her sincere 
friendliness to all. 
/ 
Sharon Rose Warfield 
The qualities of marked leadership 
and a vibrant personality, which 
stimulates happiness everywhere, 
are Sharon's treasures. 
Victoria Ann Virgo 
This vivacious miss can always be 
counted upon no matter what the 
task. 
Robert Daniel Warnke II 
Bob is a boy with an unlimited 
amount of enthusiasm. He is never 
afraid to voice his opinions. 
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Mary Beth Wise 
Unlimited energy and boundless pep 
mixed with a keen sense of re­
sponsibility are all to be found in 
Mary. 
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Linda Sue Zeman 
Honest, friendly and responsible 
describe Linda. These character­
istics will help Linda to achieve her 
utmost goals. 
Andris G. Zemitans 
Andris's desire for fun along with 
his genial disposition win him the 
friendship of many. 
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Paul V. Sangren Hall, the new $3,500,000 classroom building which was 
opened last fall on the Western Michigan University campus. 
Here learning and teaching may become both art and an art. 
---
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TOWN & COUNTRY 
SUPER MARKETS 
8 Locations to Serve You 
1824 Portage 
4604 West Main 
120 North Park 
7512 S. Westnedge 
in Portage Plaza 
820 E. Michigan 
8005 Douglas 
2238 East Main 
Shoppers Lane 
in Parchment 
THE AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK 
AND TRUST COMPANY 
VOLKSWAGON 
Sales and Service 
Kalamazoo's Only 
Authorized V /W Dealer 
ENGEL MOTORS, INC. 
618 Crosstown Pkwy 
Ph. 349-1596 
SNOW'S PHARMACY 
"Just what the doctor ordered" 
1841 S. Westnedge Fl 2-6925 
1MMBER F.D r.c 
Four Floors of the Finest Feminine 
Fashions on the Mall 
Since 1889 
WHEELER-BLANEY CO. 
Plumbing - Heat - Piping 
Sheet Metal Work 
343-2653
5071 E. Kilgore Rd. 
111 
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Your friends at Michigan 
Bell hope that the many 
yea rs a head a re good 
to you. And whether 
you're thinking of a career 
right now, or wailing until 
you've completed 
college, we are always 
interested in young 
people who would 
take pride and satisfaction in 
helping give our customers 
their ever-improving tele­
phone service. 
MICHIGAN BELL 
TELEPHONE� 
COMPANY � 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
The next best thing 
to a Fulbright 
The most difficult problem the 
majority of students encounter in 
their education is not academic. It's 
financial 1. More and more students need 
financial assistance to help counter 
the rising costs of an education. 
Since an education is essential to 
your future, don't be left out. Instead, 
drop in at First National and let's 
talk about financing your education 
with a low-rate bank loan. First 
National offers terms to best help 
each student with his or her studies. 
It's really the next best thing to a 
Fulbright Scholarship! 
""'FIRST 1'-JA..TIC:)l'-JA..L 
n CONTINUOUS SECUR!T> AND SERVICE SINCE 1853 
WESTINGHOUSE 
APPLIANCES 
TELEVISION 
TRIE S TRAM'S 
605 S. Burdick St. 
Authentic Traditionally 
Styled Men's Wear 
300 E. Michigan 
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 
Clothes for Men & Young Men 
Kalamazoo 
SPORTS L E E , s HOBBIES
"Fun For Everyone" 
Cork Lane Shopping Center 
and 
Southland Shopping Center 
clothes and things in 
the junior manner 
Junior Fashions 
GILMORE BROTHERS 
lf 400 need 1;l tin4 qift. 
or an important ol\e,, 
COMe, hue, -we ho�t?/
1heM for evaqone., ! 
230 S. BUR0ICIC MALL PHONE 345-5395 
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 
Cool Footwear For the High School 
and College Gang at 
CLAY'S BOOTERY 
2800 Portage (Milwood) 
4512 West Main (Westwood) 
CONGRATULATIONS 
SENIORS 
from 
JUNIOR MISS SHOP 
Corkland Shopping Center 
M. HOWARD GIDEON CO.
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
APPLIANCES 
for the Home 
92 5 South Burdick at Burr Oak 
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Compliments of 
A. M. TODD
COMPANY 
.1 
1! 
Holiday Inn 
Kalamazoo, Mich. • Fl 9-6711 
Nordia 
Internationale 
Smorgasbord 
Congratulations to the University High 
Seniors From 
Pierce & Roon Builders 
BEST WISHES 
to the 
Class of 1965 
from 
DeNOOYER 
CHEVROLET 
Jacobsons 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
JOEL M. SHEPHERD 
THE BLOSSOM SHOP 
QUALITY FLOWERS AND GIFTS 
209 Stockbridge Ave. Dial Fl 3-2575 
HYBELS PRODUCE 
COMPANY 
FOR HEALTH EAT 
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES 
Downtown 
SWIM LOOKS by 
Cole of California 
Southland 
Catalina Beach Party 
Rose Marie Reid Roxanne 
Louis C. l(ingscott 
& Associates, Inc. 
Architects and Engineers 
511 MONROE STREET 
� \�GP
IPER STORE THE BAGPIPER STORE THE IACp� 
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I THE BAGPIPER STORE i -• 
h :a:: � 1408 W. Mic igan : 
� 2 Blocks East of W .M. U. Campus �-
� � v 
':/ lH01s H3dld9YI 3Hl lHOlS H3dld9WI 3H! no\�
INDUSTRIAL BANK 
for all your 
FINANCIAL NEEDS 
PARCHMENT-COOPER 
�--·-r}
WESTWOOD 
DOWNTOWN 
SPRINKLE RD 
AUGUSTA 
14 Offices Plus a Computer Center 
to Serve You More 
lndus■raal 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Member Federal Reserve System 
WES TERN'S 
CAMPUS 
BOOK 
S TORE 
116 
APPRECIATE 
THEIR 
HIGH SCHOOL 
FRIENDS! 
MICHIGAN'S 
LARGEST AND 
MOST COMPLETE 
SELECTION OF 
SEAT COVERS 
AUTO ACCESSORIES 
Park wood I( wil( Serve 
815 W. Michigan Ave. 
FI 4-4988 
1 Sc Hamburgers - Fries - Shakes 
Chicken & Shrimp Baskets 
All Kinds of Pizz3 
Medicine ... 
designed for health ... produced with care 
117 
118 
COMPLIMENTS 
from 
SCOTT'S 
RESTAURANT 
154 East Michigan 
be your guide 
The Regisrered Jeweler title is awarded by the 
American Gem Society each year only to 
jewelers who possess outstanding gemological 
J...nowledge and unquestioned business 
ethics. It's just one more good reason why 
you can depend on the capability and 
reliability of our store. 
9LACKM£R
DRUG SHOP 
DIVISION 
Professional Pharmacy 
Downtown 
121 E. South St. 
Phone 381-3316 
New Store 
533 Whitcomb 
Phone Fl 5-5123 
_FORD
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
DON SEEL YE'S 
FORD 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
Miller - Davis 
Company Builders 
. .. ,• .. •,.-
-FIRST.
FEDERAL 
SAVINGS 
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION 
DOWNTOWN KALAMAZOO • WESTWOOD PLAZA • PORTAGE 
MILWOOD • VICKSBURG • PARCHMENT • PAW PAW 
Let this 
(~ i~ml~ 
C'"ltv G£.\-f, S 
DOUBLEDAY BROS. & CO. 
SERVICE OUR SPECIALITY SINCE 1898 
• school supplies
• drafting equipment
• graduation gifts
CONSULT OUR SPECIALISTS ON 
PRINTING FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS, 
WEDDING INVITATIONS, ETC., 
AT OUR MODER N PRINTING PLANT 
""-
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re
-
side 5-0118
GENERAL OFFICES • PRINTING PLANT • WAREHOUSE 
1919 East Kilgore Rood • Kalamazoo, Michigan
EB EDWARDS BROTHERS, INC. 
Ann Arbor Michigan 
Quality Dairy Foods 
Phone Park at 
Ransom Street FI 3-1291 
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-
INSURE WITH THE 
JOHN KEYSER AGENCY 
Auto-Fire-Hospitalization-Life 
425 West Lovell 381-3570
28 Years of Service to Kalamazoo in '64
distinctive --­
individual ---
a 
PORTRAIT 
by 
KALAMAZOO 
141 8 Portage Street 
Fl 4-0344
Knit A Garment to Fit 
With Our Free Instruction And 
Beautiful Imported Yarns 
the knitting "B" 
471 W. South St. 
Closed Monday 
SPORTING GOODS 
330 WEST MICHIGAN AVENUE PHONE Fl 2-764' 
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 49006 

